DEMO LIST NOTES

1. REMOVE WALLS AS SHOWN
2. REMOVE EXISTING DOORS AS SHOWN
3. REMOVE 2 WHM CABINET FROM UNDERNEATH FELLER COUNTER
4. MOVE EXISTING BLACK CABNETS TO LINE UP ADJACENT TO EACH FELLER DOOR
5. REMOVE SHELVING ALONG WALL AS SHOWN
6. REMOVE ALL EXISTING VOLTAGE CABLES INCLUDING VINE, data, CCTV, AND SECURITY
7. REMOVE EXISTING GUTTER, DOUBLE STROOPT OF DOOR
8. REMOVE 2 DOORS AND SECTION OF CABINET AND PATCH, REWORK, AND PAINT EDGES TO MATCH
9. REMOVE EXISTING SECTION OF SHELVING
10. REMOVE ALL EXISTING PHONE DATA CABLES, PUNCH DOWN BLOCKS, AND BACKBOARDS, PATCH AND PAINT WALL
11. MOVE DATA CONDUIT TO NEW LOCATION ON OTHER SIDE OF WALL
12. REMOVE VAULT DOOR
13. REMOVE ALL SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
14. REMOVE STANDING BRIEFCASE UNIT VAULT
15. REMOVE DRINK THROAT AND ALL ACCESSORIES, BOLLARDS AND CLEARANCE BAR TO REMAIN
16. REMOVE COUNTER BOX
17. REMOVE ALL EXISTING WALLPAPER ON ENTRY LEVEL
18. REMOVE UART AND CORDS AND SEAL OPENING
19. FLIP DOOR SWING
20. REMOVE ALL PLUMBING ON ENTRY LEVEL ONLY
21. CLEAN ALL CARPET ON LOWER LEVEL
22. STRIP AND RINSE VCT FLOOR

ENTRY LEVEL DEMOLITION PLAN

LOWER LEVEL DEMOLITION PLAN

PLAN SCALE:
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